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* No internet access required * Parental Control function to let you set daily usage limit and time limit for each user * Provides a solution for the students who could not take typing test for 2 reasons: * Could not get the keys in front of the keyboard when you were in the test * When you were in the test, the Internet service was down * More accurate virtual keyboard. * It has a trial version and will tell you how
to set up and use it. * This trial version is limited to two days' use and saves your typing test results. * GTotM 0.9 (0.99) Requirements: * Windows® 2000, Windows® XP, Windows® 2003, Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8 * Internet access * Up to 4GB RAM * 2 or more CD-ROM drive (DVD-ROM drive is not supported) * 256 MB or more memory space * Sound card * You can check how
fast you can type on your computer by typing these instructions with the keyboard and use GS Typing Tutor to check and compare the results with the results of your typing test. * When the test is finished, you can check your typing speed. * You will find your scores on the pop-up score card as you type. * You may listen to music or the sounds of typing test while typing. * This application may not function
properly if your computer does not have English or Japanese fonts. GS Typing Tutor is a powerful and rich features typing tutor & test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. GS Typing Tutor helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing

speed quickly. If you know touch typing, GS Typing Tutor can help you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing speed will save the number of time for you every day. Specially, GS Typing Tutor provides you with the one hand typing courses; you may gain the one hand typing skill on the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one hand typing such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. GS
Typing Tutor LT Description: * No internet access required * Parental Control function to let you set daily usage limit and time limit for each

GS Typing Tutor LT Crack +

GS Typing Tutor is a powerful and rich features typing tutor and test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. GS Typing Tutor helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing speed quickly. If you know touch typing, GS Typing Tutor can help
you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing speed will save the number of time for you every day. Specially, GS Typing Tutor provides you with the one hand typing courses; you may gain the one hand typing skill on the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one hand typing such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. Features: 1. Practice a wide range of typing exercises, one-hand and two-

hand. 2. Experience a hands-on practice by using typing tutor as a real test engine. 3. The most of questions and answer function. 4. Support Pinyin input. 5. Practice anytime, anywhere. 6. Test your typing speed. 7. Practice for different target results. 8. Real-time help by email. 9. No fixed installation. 10. Full source code included. User Interface: GS Typing Tutor can be accessed by keyboard or mouse.
Keyboard Mode: As a beginner, GS Typing Tutor provides you with QWERTY keyboard input which is the most popular standard. A QWERTY keyboard layout is set and no more hunt and peck. If you need one hand input, GS Typing Tutor provides you with the one hand typing courses. Using keyboard mode, you may gain the one hand typing skills with the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one

hand typing. Keyboard for One-Hand Typing: If you need to practice the one hand typing skills, GS Typing Tutor provides you with the QWERTY keyboard with left and right arrows. Keyboard for One-Hand Typing: If you need to practice the one hand typing skills, GS Typing Tutor provides you with the Dvorak keyboard. Keyboard for One-Hand Typing: If you need to practice the one hand typing skills,
GS Typing Tutor provides you with the Dvorak keyboard. Keyboard for One- 1d6a3396d6
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GS Typing Tutor LT is a powerful and rich features typing tutor & test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. GS Typing Tutor LT helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing speed quickly. If you know touch typing, GS Typing Tutor LT
can help you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing speed will save the number of time for you every day. Specially, GS Typing Tutor LT provides you with the one hand typing courses; you may gain the one hand typing skill on the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one hand typing such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor A-Typing: Custom Typing
Tutor is a powerful and rich features typing tutor & test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing speed quickly. If you know touch typing, A-Typing: Custom
Typing Tutor can help you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing speed will save the number of time for you every day. Specially, A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor provides you with the one hand typing courses; you may gain the one hand typing skill on the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one hand typing such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor
LT Description: A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor LT is a powerful and rich features typing tutor & test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor LT helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing speed quickly.
If you know touch typing, A-Typing: Custom Typing Tutor LT can help you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing

What's New In GS Typing Tutor LT?

This is a one hand typing software that helps you learn to type. Features: Features: 1. Based on the touch typing patterns, one hand typing course is provided for you. 2. The program can memorize the keyboard layout for the standard QWERTY keyboard, keyboards for typing one hand such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. 3. Based on the traditional QWERTY keyboard, the program will help you to know the
keyboard, memorize the key distribution and perfect your typing speed. 4. The program provides full-featured touch typing tutor to help you to learn touch typing skills. 5. Online touch typing tutor. 6. No keyboard calibration is needed. 7. It provides a fast, accurate and simple way to get typing skills. 8. It provides a rich library to help you learn more and more. 9. It provides adjustable stroke timing. 10. You
can share the typing exercise with your friends. Developer: Guangzhou Gold's Technology Category: General Price: Free Category:Programming Platform:PC User:School & University GS Typing Tutor Lite GS Typing Tutor Lite is a powerful and rich features typing tutor & test software. It is an ideal teaching tool for learning to type and developing typing speed. It is geared towards kids ages 9 to adult. As a
beginner, no more hunt and peck and two finger typing. GS Typing Tutor Lite helps you memorize the keyboard layout and go on to develop typing speed quickly. If you know touch typing, GS Typing Tutor Lite can help you to acquire professional touch-typing skills. Faster typing speed will save the number of time for you every day. Specially, GS Typing Tutor Lite provides you with the one hand typing
courses; you may gain the one hand typing skill on the standard QWERTY keyboard or keyboard for one hand typing such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. Description: This is a one hand typing software that helps you learn to type. Features: Features: 1. Based on the touch typing patterns, one hand typing course is provided for you. 2. The program can memorize the keyboard layout for the standard
QWERTY keyboard, keyboards for typing one hand such as Dvorak Left and Dvorak Right. 3. Based on the traditional QWERTY keyboard, the program will help you to know the keyboard, memorize the key distribution and perfect your typing speed. 4. The program provides full-featured touch typing tutor to help you to learn touch typing skills. 5. Online touch typing tutor. 6. No keyboard calibration is
needed. 7. It provides a fast, accurate and simple way to get typing skills. 8. It provides a rich library to help you
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.6.2 or later Mac OS X 10.7 or later Mac OS X 10.8 or later WebKit version 300.3.59 or later Mozilla Firefox 4.0 or later Mozilla Thunderbird 3.1.x or later Apple Safari 5.1.x or later Google Chrome 8.x or later Windows 7 SP1 or later Windows 8 1.4 GB RAM (4 GB recommended) Intel Core 2
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